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83% of GPS YTD Audit Results
are Theft
What does a thief cost you? Our customers value cases 
from $4,000 to $15,000 each. Increased awareness of theft 
and impropriety in your stores is essential to protecting your 
bottom line, and Envysion is helping drive your management 
team to action. The proof is in the numbers, and these great 
results come from auditing just 270 of your 411 stores. 

Reports

Envysion gives me a set of eyes that does much of the work for us so our 
team can focus on the business. 

Dennis Greve
Director of Operations, TOMS King
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GPS YTD Audit Results*

247
Total YTD Theft

Cash Theft
Discount Abuse
Falsified Refund

Food Theft
Improper Cash Handling

Operational Issue
Possible Sweet-Hearting

Suspicious Refund
Sweet-Hearting
Under-Ringing

26

23

62

2

1

1

17

8

25

132

*Through 07.15.2019
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Category

See Beneath the Data with Video
Envysion makes it easy to verify suspicious 
activity by showing exactly what happened. 

Improved Clip-Saving
Experience 

Faster Video Seeking

Create Clips from the 
Mobile App

Incident Management &
User-Created Incidents

Our new video experience allows your team to get more 
done, faster. A streamlined user interface and tighter, more 
intuitive controls allow you to focus on your stores rather than 
individual cameras and DVRs.  

Other New Updates



Features Coming Soon 
Our team of subject matter experts has walked in your shoes and knows the challenges 
you face. We’re constantly working on new solutions to help you solve problems, be more 
productive, and exceed expectations. Here’s what you have to look forward to.

You will soon have new options for protecting your 
business with cloud storage: One provides a near-instant 
off-site upload of temporary video in the event of a 
robbery. The other provides years of video retention to 
protect against potential litigation.  

Go Deeper with Your Data
We know the importance of data to the success of your 
stores, and we’re always looking for ways to expand 
what you can do with it. We’ll send you weekly insights 
to surface trends in your stores, highlighting potential 
areas of concern and specific transactions to review.

Cloud Storage Solutions

A Space Efficient Hardware Solution
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We know space is at a premium, so enabling cloud storage 
with your existing DVR hardware can be achieved with a 
small, fanless add-on about the size of a paperback book. 
It’s easy to install and requires no on-site maintenance. 
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Near-instant backup of video in the event of a robbery.Retain years of video to protect against litigation.

Target less than
30 seconds of
latency to the cloud

Envysion Platform Envysion Platform

EnVR

Cameras (v1) 3rd Party DVRs (v2)

EnVR

Cameras 3rd Party DVRs

Cloud
Streaming

Video
Video

ArchiveArchive
Scheduler

Uses up to 25%
max available
bandwidth

Streamable from cloud
up to 90 days depending
on storage purchase

EnVR uploads
Archive File with
highly compressed
video

Minimum 6 months of storage.
24-hour retrieval time.

Review archived sites &
cameras by day. Request
restore. Download. Share.
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